Abstract-The HITS algorithm is a very popular and effective algorithm to rank web documents based on the link information among a set of web pages. However, it assigns every link with the same weight. This assumption results in topic drift. In this paper, we firstly define the generalized similarity between a query and a page, and the popularity of a web page. Then we propose a weighted HITS algorithm which differentiates the importance of links with the querypage similarities and the popularity of web pages. Experimental results indicate that the improved HITS algorithm can find more relevant pages than HITS and improve the relevance by 30%-50%. Furthermore, it can avoid the problem of topic drift and enhance the quality of web search effectively.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the rapid growth of computer technique and the Web, 2EB (1EB≈1024*1024*1024GB) information is produced each year in the whole world and the increasing speed of information has been beyond imagination. Thus, how to effectively search relevant information from the huge information on the internet is the primary goal of the modern search engines. Link analysis plays an important role in accomplishing this task.
The most two famous link analysis algorithms are PageRank algorithm [1] by Sergey Brin and Lawrence Page and the HITS algorithm [2] by Kleinberg. They are all purely link-based algorithm which do not think about the content of the page so that resulting in the problem of topic drift. That means the results of the algorithms often contain some non-relevant pages with tightly interconnected density. In order to control the topic drift, page ranking algorithms based on hyperlinks and content have been proposed, such as the ARC algorithm [3] and the Average algorithm [4] . HITS algorithm can not treat links differently, due to its definition makes the quality of hubs is determined by it pointed to the quantity of authority page. In 2001, Allan Borodin and others proposed the Hub-Averaging (HUBAVG) algorithm which sets the hub weight of some node i to the average authority weight of the authorities pointed to by hub i. Later, Allan Borodin and others proposed the AuthorityThreshold algorithm [5] which sets the hub weight of node i to be the sum of the k largest authority weights of the authorities pointed to by node i. This corresponds to saying that a node is a good hub if it points to at least k good authorities. Moreover, Lempel and Moran proposed the SALSA algorithm [6] based on the Markov chain. Cohn and Chang proposed the PHITS algorithm [7] based on the probability model, and so on.
Based on the HITS algorithm, this paper finds that the HITS algorithm treats links equally and does not take use of the content of the page when distributes rank scores. As a result, the definition of the similarity of the pages and the popularity of the pages are proposed by this paper to influence the rank result. This paper proposes the Improved HITS (I-HITS) algorithm based on similarity and popularity, which differentiates the importance of links with the similarity of pages and the query topic and the popularity of pages. And I-HITS algorithm constructs a new adjacency matrix to compute hubs and authorities. Theoretical analysis and experimental results both show that the I-HITS algorithm performances better in search precision and avoids the problems of topic drift effectively.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. A brief background review of HITS algorithm and the problems it has been presented in Section 2. An extended HITS algorithm, the Improved HITS algorithm is described in Section 3. Experimental results of I-HITS are given in Section 4. Section 5 summarizes the conclusions.
II. HITS ALGORITHM AND PROBLEM ANALYSIS

A. HITS algorithm
Unlike PageRank algorithm, Kleinberg proposed a more refined notion for the importance of the Web pages. He believed that the importance of pages is dependent with the query topic. In his framework of Fig. 1 , every page can be considered as two identities, hub and authority. The link structure can be described as a Corresponding author: Xinyue Liu dependent relationship: A good authority is a page pointed to by good hubs, while a good hub is a page that points to good authorities. Therefore, Kleinberg defined the following mutual reinforcing relationship between hubs and authorities: the hub weight to be the sum of the authorities of the nodes that are pointed to by the hub, and the authority weight to be the sum of the hub weights that point to this authority [2] [8] [9] . The definition of HITS algorithm has the following two implicit properties. It is symmetric, in the sense that both hub and authority weights are defined in the same way. If we reverse the orientation of the edges in the graph, authority and hub weights are swapped. The HITS algorithm is also egalitarian, in the sense that when computing the authority weight of some page p, the hub weights of the pages that point to page p are all treated equally (same with computing the hubs weights). However, these two properties may sometimes lead to non-intuitive results. Consider the example graph in Fig.  2 demonstrates that if the number of white authorities is larger than the number of black hubs, the HITS algorithm will allocate all authority weight to the white authorities, while giving little weight to the black authority and easily cause topic drift. However, intuition suggests that the black authority is better than the white authorities and should be ranked higher. Similarly, in Fig. 3 , after computing, the middle black authority will have higher authority weight than the white authority, but actually they should be equally good. Therefore, we seek to change the symmetric and the egalitarian of the HITS algorithm, and aim at treating links differently.
B. The problems of the HITS algorithm
III. I-HITS ALGORITHM
In view of the problem of the HITS algorithm, the paper proposes the I-HITS algorithm, which is according to the product of the relevance of Web page and query topic, the relevance of Web page linked to and query topic and the popularity of the page to weight the link instead of the average transfer strategy.
A. Definition 1: The similarity of the page and the query
If page i points to page j, then i is called the source page and j is called the target page. In most cases, the more information a source page contains with the query Q, this source page is more relevant with the query topic, and the similarity is S i . Similarly, the more information a target page contained with the query Q, this target page is more relevant with the query topic as well, and the similarity is S j . Furthermore, we find that anchor text is used to describe the target document, not to describe the current document [1] [10], and it summarizes the topic of the target document with a high degree of accuracy [11] . Therefore, in order to reduce the computational complexity, computing the similarity of the target page and the query Q is simplified by computing the similarity of the anchor text and the query Q. Thus, in the adjacency matrix, if page i points page j, the item in it is (1+ S i )*(1+ S j ); if not, it is 0.
B. Definition 2: The popularity of the page
The more popular a page is, the more other pages tend to point to it or it will be linked to by other pages. The proposed extended I-HITS algorithm contributes larger rank values to more important (popular) pages instead of dividing the rank value of a page evenly among its outlink pages. is, a, a 1 , a 2 and a 3 will get the same value of hub. However, in Fig. 4 .b, with the definition of the popularity, the hub value of each webpage is determined by the proportion of its in-degree Authorities Hubs pointed to the overall in-degree. That is, allocating hub weights according to the migration probability of links. The in-degree of a, a 1 , a 2 , a 3 are 4, 1, 1, 1, then a gets 4/7 of the hub weight and a 1 , a 2 , a 3 gets 1/7. Similarly, in Fig.  4 .c, when HITS computing authority values, the chances of the authority pages accumulating the authority values are equal. All the h, h 1 , h 2 , h 3 pointing to "a" will have the same chance of gaining authority values. In the I-HITS algorithm, the authority value of each webpage pointing to "a" is determined by the proportion of its outdegree to the overall out-degree, as shown in Fig. 4.d 
The popularity from the number of inlinks is recorded as ⑵ Initialize:
⑸ If a i and h i do not converge, turn to step ⑶.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
A. Evaluation method
TREC (text retrieval conference) is the greatest impact of evaluation conference in the text information retrieval areas. This experiment uses TREC's P@10 evaluation criteria. That is, P@10 is the number of relevant documents in the top 10 documents in the ranked list returned for a topic.
TREC usually use binary and ternary evaluation. This experiment uses a more specific and detailed ternary evaluation and classifies a document as:
(1) Highly relevant (HR): Contain very important and very authoritative information about the given query.
(2) Relevant(R): Have relevant but not important information about the given query.
(3) Non-relevant (NR): Include neither the keywords of the given query nor relevant information about it.
An objective categorization of the results is achieved by integrating the responses from several people who are able to offer impartial opinions: for each page, we compared the count of each category and chose the category with the largest count as the type of that page.
B. Experiment data
In order to evaluate the I-HITS algorithm, this experiment compared with HITS and I-HITS on 5 different queries, four in English and one in Chinese: abortion, alcohol, basketball, movies, 搜索引擎. All of these queries have already appeared in previous works [2] [13] [14] and are representative. The base sets for these queries are constructed in the fashion described by Kleinberg. Statistical data is in Table 1 . 
C. Evaluation
The following table shows three queries results of alcohol, movies and 搜索引擎. In these tables, the results that are labeled highly relevant appear in boldface, while the relevant ones appear in italics, and the rest are nonrelevant. Table 2 shows the results of alcohol. The top 10 results returned by HITS are all relevant, 7 of them are highly Table 3 shows the results of movies. 6 of the top 10 results returned by HITS are relevant, 4 of them are highly relevant. 9 of the top 10 returned by I-HITS are relevant, 5 of them are highly relevant. The proportion of highly relevant improves by 10% and the proportion of relevant improves by 30%. Table 4 shows the results of 搜索引擎. 2 of the top 10 results returned by HITS are relevant, 1 of them are highly relevant. 7 of the top 10 returned by I-HITS are relevant, 3 of them are highly relevant. The proportion of highly relevant improves by 20% and the proportion of relevant improves by 50%.
From Table 2 to Table 4 , to some extent, HITS algorithm and I-HITS algorithm all will product the problem of topic drift. However, Table 5 and Table 6 show that I-HITS algorithm generates more relevant pages than HITS, which illustrates I-HITS is better than HITS in the precision. Furthermore, the proportion of highly relevant improves by 10%-20% and the proportion of relevant improves by 30%-50%. The research of page ranking algorithm is significant because it will increase the accuracy of search engines. At the beginning this article briefly introduced mainstream page ranking algorithms, especially analyzed HITS algorithm and its existing problem. Based on HITS algorithm, this article proposed I-HITS algorithm, which is an algorithm according to parameters of similarity and popularity. I-HITS algorithm measured the importance of page link based on two page attributes, which includes source page, target page, relevancy of query topic and the popularity of page in Network subgraph. As a result, I-HITS increased the ability of distinguish link importance, and avoid top drift. Furthermore, this article compared HITS algorithm with I-HITS algorithm by experiment. The result shows that I-HITS algorithm is better than HITS algorithm when searching related page. The quality of query is increased obviously. 
V. CONCLUSION
